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While Kushal may be known as one of the pioneer disc jockeys in Singapore, 

he is a force to be reckoned with. Starting professionally at an early age of 17, with 

first as a DJ, and now moving towards emceeing at events, Kushal, who has since 

gained recognition for his voice quality and crystal-clear articulation, has bagged up 

experiences that has placed him on par with veterans in the industry.  

 With his ever-energetic personality combined with his passion, natural charm, 

wit, style, and not forgetting the perfect voice over, Kushal’s presence at any event is 

hardly ever missed. Interacting with audience of diverse backgrounds is a forte that 

Kushal is blessed with, as he has entertained at events, ranging from events such as 

road-shows, to fashion runways to competitions to D&Ds and private parties, the list 

is endless. He meticulously plans so that his events will turn out to be a success, and 

is effortless able to entice his audience, and most importantly, ensure that everyone 

has a spectacular time.  

Kushal’s inherent flair of being able to converse fluently in English with a 

touch of Malay, Mandarin and Hindi, creates no doubt that he would be the most apt 

choice for an event of diverse crowds. Kushal’s exposure to events abroad, which 

includes mainly Asian countries such as Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, Philippines 

and Hong Kong, has rewarded him with experience that is priceless.  

 A comprehensive list of events mentioned below will further attest to the 

tremendous amount of innate talent this young lad is comprised of.  



EXPERIENCES:  

 

- Various Roadshows since 2005 

. Family Days 

. Carnivals 

. Cooking Competitions 

. Electrical Products 

. Various Sports Tournament 

. Magazine 

. Walk-a-Jog 

 

 Past Events: 

- Gain City Expo 2014 

- IOMA Paris – Personalized Skincare Beauty 2014 

- FIBERNET by ViewQwest – Singapore's Fastest Fibre Optic Internet 

- UCO Bank DnD 

- Plush Mattress Boutique (PMB) – Mattresses Roadshow 

- MV Agusta Bike Launch 2012 in Singapore  

- TAKA Jewellery Annual Sale Roadshow  

- Thye Hua Kwan Moral Charities 

- TOUCH Community Services 

- Fandi Ahmad Academy (FAA) - Masagos Cup 2012 

- APPLE (Multimedia Integrated, Infinite, iStudio) 

- Mighty Chef 2011 – Tampines Cooking Competition 

- CASIO EXILIM Digital Cameras 

- WESTERN DIGITAL My Book Live 

- GARMIN GPS 

 - SHARP AQUOS LCD/LED TVs 

 - PALLADINE LCD/LED TVs 

  - HITACHI LCD/LED TVs 

  - LG LCD/LED TVs 

 - SONY LCD/LED TVs 

  - TOSHIBA LCD/LED TVs 

  - PHILIPS LCD/LED TVs 

  

- Overseas 

. Club DJ 

. Voice over for Fashion Shows 

. Various DnDs 

. Private Functions 

 - Malaysia 

 - Indonesia 

 - Thailand 

 - Philippines 

 - Hong Kong 

 

- Dinner And Dance 

. Private Companies 

. Government Events 

 



             
 

 



 
 

 
 

 



 
 

 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 


